
NIVEA FOR MEN AD CAMPAIGN

FMCG giant Beiersdorf is overhauling the marketing strategy for its Nivea For Men According to Nivea For Men digital
manager Matt Marlow, the campaign.

Not only was it important for the ad to draw attention to the quality of the product in this way, but it also had
to introduce the product range and drive consumers to Facebook to purchase a Nivea For Men gift. Lastly,
consumers can also share our updates with their friends, thus increasing the exposure of our product and
attracting new audiences that may be interested. Legal All advertising in Singapore has to adhere to the
standards set by the Advertising Standards Authority of Singapore. Due to the recent uproar of Nivea
Singapore advertisement shaming women with dark armpits, it had caused an adverse effect on the consumer
trust. Nivea is working with media agency Carat and creative agency CMW on the campaign. The full-page
nature of the takeover concept creates a more engaging environment, while providing ample space for
numerous points of interaction. Other images from the campaign, however, suggest that giving a damn may
not look the same or hold similar prospects for all men. Beiersdorf,  Also, as consumers have more disposable
income, they are willing to spend more on the products that provide values. They offer the similar products
and have identical goals and market share growth. Social actions: , Tosh, who recently turned 26 this year, can
surely relate to what the younger audiences are going through. Majority of the target market are tech-savvy
and it is a useful and easy channel to reach out to them. Background Award-winning skincare brand Nivea
launched a campaign in to encourage women to buy Nivea For Men products as Christmas gifts for males
through their Facebook store. This will target the target audience who take public transport. Cristiano
Ronaldo. They have similar strategies in advertising and delivering information of their products to the target
audience. In terms of communicating the message, Nivea has been doing a proper brand positioning currently
where the product tagline is stated clearly for various segments in its advertisements. The reason why Tosh
Zhang is selected as the product ambassador is because of his rose to fame in the recent years. Generally, the
targeted age group are common to have these problems, as their active lifestyles and constantly being under
the sun during outdoor activities cause them to be more prone to having oily face, blocked pores and outburst
of acne. Competitive Analysis Although Nivea is one of the biggest skin care product company, there are also
several company in the market that pose competitive threats. While the product advertised and the general
trope of unmasking are the same between the two ads, the difference in the text is what prompted backlash and
was the main target of angry social media users. It conveys our message to the consumers, and at the same
time they can offer us their honest opinions. Key Strategic Decisions 2. Nivea aims to look good, interested in
his own image and wants to portray himself well. Gazes directed outwards, and walking towards the viewer,
portray confidence and power, while the professional attire inscribes the models within the realm of work and
suggests an upper-class position or ideal success. Evaluation and Control 6. MYPadang social content was
liked or shared , times across all social media, a  Being sinful or uncivilized is not what is up for question in
this version of the advertisement- advancement is the name of the game. This will help through the campaigns,
especially through road shows and product sampling. In this instance, viewers could interact with the Nivea
For Men product images to gain more information about each item without leaving the full-screen window.
Creative Strategy The face he holds in his hands is not angry, but nearly comic with a large gaping mouth and
eyes similar to the characteristic theater symbol. Although the skin care market have a slower sales growth in
because of high penetration by other substitutes, consumers are also exposed to international skincare and
facial trends via the online and mass media. Nivea has utilized the use of advertising whenever it launch a new
product, and it helps Nivea to be one of the brand that comes to mind when consumers are shopping for facial
and skin care products. But this is less of an ad campaign and more of a campaign for consumers to be
involved with. Skin Care in Singapore. We want to really push the boundaries in digital media. The sudden
out spur of Asian beauty products such as Korean and Japanese brands have taken its effect on international
brands. Nivea has been a constant innovator in its product to suit the Asian market, as there is a significant
growth in their Asian market shares.


